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Abstract 

This article describes an improved data acquisition system from a previous system dedicated to one-sensor site 

studies, aimed at recording ambient vibrations (microtremors). A multi-channel and/or remote triggering 

system is proposed. The system was conceived by IRD-Leas, France, and used at ISTerre, France, for research 

activities. The size, weight of this high quality system and its autonomy (no need to be connected to a laptop) 

make it a real portable device. The system acquires data with 24-bit delta-sigma ADCs in the 10 – 1000 sps 

range at 10 - 20 bit resolution on up to 18 channels in the multi-channel version. The input stage dynamics is 

available at ±2.5V or ±5V. The dynamic range varies, for example, from 108 dB at 100 sps to 90 dB at 250 

sps. Gain is selectable from 1 (0 dB) to 8192 (78 dB) by powers of two (6 dB). Its very low level of internal 

noise allows recording of very low tension signals without missing code. Continuous recording and GPS may 

also be implemented in the system, and continuous recording is available. While primarily dedicated to 

ambient vibration recordings, this system can be connected to any type of instrument delivering an output 

tension in the ±5V range. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

CityShark II (Figure 1) is an enhanced version of the CityShark station [1], aimed at single-station, array 

and building studies using ambient vibration, or any low voltage signal, recordings. It has been developed at 

ISTerre by IRD, the French Institute for Research for Development, and LEAS, a French company dedicated 

to geophysical data acquisition. 

Although CityShark has been very well rated for use in ambient vibration experiments, and ranked second 

among 12 tested stations in the SESAME equipment evaluation [2,3,4], the need for such enhancement 

appeared because CityShark was originally designed to record data from only one sensor, without any time 

base, aimed at ambient vibration H/V and simple building studies. While it rapidly appeared that CityShark 

proved very adapted and reliable for H/V ambient vibration studies [4], the fact that no time reference was 

used in the data acquisition, as it is not necessary in H/V experiments or simple fundamental building 

frequency determination, turned out to be a burden when considering ambient vibration array experiments 

and/or determining buildings parameters such as modal deformation, for example. In other words, while 

possible with a bit of imagination, CityShark was complicated to use in getting synchronous ambient vibration 

recordings from several places/sites, and a multi-channels option appeared to be essential for array and 

building applications. 

It has therefore been decided to develop an instrument, keeping the simple operating philosophy of 

CityShark, with new capabilities aimed at getting synchronous recordings.  

 

2. CITYSHARK II 

CityShark II follows the operating philosophy of CityShark, i.e. (1) all field operations are performed 

without a computer connected to the station, (2) push-buttons to set up recording parameters, as well as to 

manage the recording procedure, and (3) the station communicates with the operator through a 20-character 4-

line LCD built-in screen [1]. As for CityShark, the operating instruction manual simply fits in a single double-

sided sheet. 

CityShark users will have no surprise: CityShark II is lodged in the same type of case, i.e. it is not more 

voluminous (420 x 335 x 180 mm), although somewhat heavier (7 kg) in its 6-sensor configuration mainly 

because of the use of a more powerful internal battery (12V/7Ah). Also, the same sensor connectors are used 

(Souriau 851, i.e. Lennartz sensor compatibility). Active sensor(s) is/are powered through the station internal 

battery, although for longer studies it is possible to connect the station to an external battery or to power it 
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with the battery charger. When used with six active sensors the power consumption is 200 mA, with an auto 

power-off mode in case of low battery voltage. 

2.1. Main new features 

The three main capabilities added to CityShark II are: 

(1) CityShark II is available in any configuration to synchronously record one (CityShark II-1) to six 

(CityShark II-6) 3C sensors, i.e. 3 to 18 channels, by step of 3, a CityShark II-1 being equivalent to the 

former CityShark; 

(2) an option for continuous recording, with data storage into files, which size is chosen by the operator, which 

allows applications such as short or/and long-term monitoring of structures (Mikael et al., 2012), for 

example for structural health monitoring. Thanks to the new features (2) and (3), it is now also possible to 

use CityShark II as an earthquake recording device;  

 (3) CityShark II may be equipped with an embedded GPS receiver providing the time at start and at end of 

recording, as well as the site geographical coordinates; 

(4) CityShark II may be equipped with a remote triggering device. This option proves very useful to get 

synchronous records in large array experiment or on large structures such as bridges (over 100-200 m) for 

which the use of cables might be a constraint. The remote start is triggered using a 0.5 or 5-watt radio 

transmitter; 

 (5) when interrupting a recording before its programmed end, the operator has the choice to either save the 

recorded data or to delete them, a convenient option to operate CityShark II for short experiments of 

unknown duration.  

2.2. Other new features 
Several convenient features have been added or changed from the original CityShark configuration: (1) the 

sample frequency range has been extended to 18 selectable rates in the 10 - 1000 sps range, (2) display of 

actual battery voltage and choice of low-battery voltage cut-off, (3) automatic detection of faulty or unusable 

flash card, (4) programmable recording start, and (5) programmed repeating recording time in minutes during 

the first hour. Data download software has been developed for other systems than MS-Windows (see section 

below). 

Future station software updates will be directly available on the LEAS website, and transferred to the 

station through the station flashcard reader.  

2.3. CityShark II performances 

CityShark II timing is based on a 1.5 ppm TCXO crystal, working in the -20°C +70°C range. The 

acquisition board comprises up to six modules of three 24-bit delta-sigma ADCs (one module per 3C-sensor), 

with input stage dynamics available at ±2.5V or ±5V. The dynamic range varies from 108 dB at 100sps to 90 

dB at 250 sps. 14 selectable amplifier gains are available, from 1 (0 dB) to 8192 (78 dB), by powers of two 

(6dB). 

2.3.1. Gain values 
A test performed on gains shows that up to 512 gain values are within 0.001 - 0.3 % from their nominal 

values, and from -5 to -6 % in the 1024 - 8192 gain range, while variations throughout the 18 channels are less 

than 0.3 % in the entire 1 - 8192 gain range. Voltage saturation does not produce any perturbation in the 

following recorded signal. 

2.3.2. Internal noise, missing code, offsets and anti-aliasing filter 

The first three parameters were evaluated trough statistical tests, performed using histogram techniques 

(distributions of the number of count values, i.e. the number of times a count value is reached, versus count 

values). The tests were first performed by recording the signal obtained without any sensor connected to any of 

the 18 channels, the entries being not short-circuited. In a second series of tests a 1-kΩ resistor has been 

connected between the two signal pins (+ and -) of the 18 input channels. Recordings were performed at 100 

sps in both cases, on a CityShark II-6 and a CityShark II-1 respectively. 

The average internal noise level reaches a value of ±1/131072 counts (± 19 µV) at gain 1 (Figure 2) and 

±15/131072 counts (± 0.035 µV) at gain 8192. This high signal-to-noise ratio permits CityShark II to record 

very low amplitude signals, allowing, for example, to get a 0.4 Hz H/V peak from a 4.5-Hz seismometer 

(Figure 3). 

These results also show that there is no missing code, as there is no "hole" in the number of count values, 

i.e. count values that are not reached within the distribution range, to the contrary of what is encountered with 
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some other types of data acquisition systems [5]. Offsets are within ±15 counts (± 275 µV) at gain 1 and ± 

13600 counts (± 32 µV) at gain 8192. 

The anti-aliasing filter has been tested by recording, at 125 sps, 2.5-Volt sine waveforms with frequencies 

varying from 12.5 Hz up to 375 Hz. To the contrary of what is observed for other recording devices, the 

CityShark II anti-aliasing filter works fine (Figure 4).  

2.3.3. Synchronism in-between channels 

A simultaneous recording of the same 1 Hz triangle-shape signal by all of the 18 CityShark II channels has 

been completed at 100 sps, using various gains. Then, in order to check their synchronism, the signal 

differences have been performed, after removing the trace offsets. As in the precedent test, results are shown 

as the distributions of the number of count values versus count values, which in this case should be Gaussian 

curves centered on zero, the deviations from zero being due to the combined effect of internal noise and the 

slight variations in gain value in-between channels. The results show a perfect synchronism between channels, 

as we indeed do obtain Gaussian curves centered on 0, without missing values (Figure 5). These curves also 

confirm that the combined effect of internal noise and variations in gain in-between channels is negligible. 

2.3.4. Synchronism in-between stations using remote triggering 

The synchronism of recording start-up in-between several stations when using the remote triggering has 

been evaluated by recording the logical level of 7 station receivers on an oscilloscope in two series of 4, with a 

reference station. The average delay is about 60 µs, with a maximum of about 125 µs (Figure 6). 

 

3. OPERATING CITYSHARK II 

3.1. Recording data 

CityShark II works in a similar way to CityShark. Parameters and internal time settings are completed on 

the station itself, without connecting an external computer, with the help of two press-buttons labeled "gain 

up" and "gain down", with basically only three recording parameters to set up: gain, sample rate, and recording 

duration. Optional parameters can be set-up: the maximum percentage of clipped samples allowed during a 

record, a period of repeated recording, overwriting the default file index used in the data file. The signal level 

is indicated by a bar-graph on the built-in screen. For a more detailed description of operating CityShark, and 

on the way it works, see [1].  

3.2. Retrieving data 

CityShark II stores recorded data on a removable flash memory card, with storage capacity ranging from 

32 MB to 4 GB. The flash card must be formatted and prepared on an external computer before its first 

operation. Once the data have been recorded, the flash card is read on a PC using ReadCity, software 

developed specifically to handle the CityShark data format for MS-Windows (Figure 7), Linux and Mac OSX 

systems. In the CityShark II station, data records are written on the flash card into a single large binary file, 

each record including a small header containing all relevant parameters. ReadCity allows to select some of or 

all these records, and to download them to the PC as ASCII files in a spreadsheet-ready format (Figure 8) or 

as binary files, at the operator convenience. After downloading in ASCII format it is possible to include any 

commentaries in the header, as long as they are added in-between the first and last line of the actual header.  

After saving the data, ReadCity can prepare the flash card for a new recording session by erasing all records 

and initializing the flash card header. Data are however not physically erased from the card, and a ReadCity 

option allows to retrieve them in the case of a mistakenly erasure, as long as no new record has been 

performed. Data analysis can be performed with standard scientific software or ambient vibration processing 

dedicated software. Alternatively, data files can be directly downloaded into the seismic SAC format, 

allowing using the large library of seismic software based on this format. 

3.3. Results 

CityShark II has been successfully used in various types of ambient vibration studies: buildings (Figure 9, 

and [6 –11]), ground arrays (Figure 10, and [12 – 15]), landslides [15] and single-station (H/V) [Figure 3, and 

[16 – 22]. 

4. CONCLUSION 

CityShark II is a very user-friendly instrument specially designed to meet a wide range of ambient vibration 

recording applications such as array or building dynamics studies, or any kind of low voltage signal, avoiding 

all unnecessary recording parameters that are part of operating a station devoted to earthquake recording. 

Portability of the station is assured through the station lightweight and its independence from external devices, 
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i.e. external battery and computer. It is very easy to use by a non-specialist. Synchronous data acquisition for 

large size array or structure ambient vibration studies is made easy by using remote triggering, or post-

synchronization during data processing when using GPS time. 

With the continuous recording and GPS options CityShark II can also be used for earthquake recording 

operations. 

Statistical tests, performed using histogram techniques, used to evaluate gain variations, offsets, absence 

of missing code, internal noise level, remote triggering and in-between channels synchronism proved 

CityShark II to be a very reliable data acquisition system. 

The data software package, provided with the station, allows to format the flash card and retrieve data in 

ASCII spreadsheet-ready format, in an easy and time-effective way producing very easy to handle data files, or 

directly in Sac format. The software runs under the most common systems (MS-Windows, Linux, Mac OSX). 

Finally, while mostly used in the framework of ambient vibration studies, CityShark II can handle any kind 

of low voltage signal. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

 

 

Figure 1. View of a CityShark II-6 station. 

 

Figure 2. Examples of histograms of count values from recordings obtained without any sensor connected to 

CityShark II for channels 1-3 (top, A) and channels 10-12 (bottom, B). Recordings were made at 100 sps and 

gain 1. The internal noise obtained from the half width of the Gaussian curves has a value of 1. The curves are 

centered on the channel offset value, which reached a maximum of 15. No "missing code" is evidenced, as 

within each curve all count values are reached. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of H/V curves from ambient vibration recordings, with a 0.4 Hz peak, obtained with a 

5-second Lennartz seismometer (left) and a Mark Products 4.5-Hz seismometer (right) on the same ground 

site. The very low level of internal noise of CityShark II results in a very high signal/noise ratio, which allows 

obtaining the same peak frequency value (0.4 Hz) with both the 4.5-Hz and the 5-second seismometer, even 

though it is way below the 4.5-Hz seismometer frequency cut-off. Understandably, though, the H/V amplitude 

of the peak is lower when using the 4.5-Hz seismometer. 

 

Figure 4. Maximal count values from 2.5 Volts sine waveforms with frequencies in the 12.5 - 375 Hz range 

recorded at 125 sps at gain 1 using a 10 V dynamic range CityShark II, showing the behavior of the anti-

aliasing filter. 

 

Figure 5. Examples of test of the synchronism in-between the 18 CityShark II channels. The same 1 Hz 

triangle is sent simultaneously on the 18 channels at 100 sps. The top of the figure (A and B) show002 

s the differences in-between channels of the same acquisition board (channels 2 to 3), at gain 1 (A) and 8192 

(B). The bottom of the figure (C and D) shows the differences in-between channels of different acquisition 

boards (channels 1, 7 and 18), at gain 1 (C) and 8192 (D). The only differences come from the slight gain 

variations from one channel to another, evidenced by the differences of the top values of the Gaussian curves. 

 

Figure 6. Example of starting time delays from 7 CityShark II-1 when using the remote triggering. Starting 

time is indicated by a downward step. 

 

Figure 7. ReadCity screen under MS-Windows system. ReadCity shall be used to download CityShark data 

from a flash card, and to erase data. 

  

Figure 8. Example of a CityShark II 3-channels data file retrieved using ReadCity. The original file name is 

transformed by adding the year, obtained from the internal date of the computer with which the data is 

retrieved, and hour minute are separated from the rest of the name by an underscore. File name may also 

include sensor number (1 to 6) when recording several sensors (e.g. Capt_1_050430_1612.001, and/or the 

station serial number (e.g. 050430_1612.001_001.001, Capt_1_050430_1612.001_001.001); the latter should 

be used when recording from several stations with the same time set. The conversion factor is the value by 

which following data, in counts, should be divided to get data in Volts at gain 1. This value should be divided 

by the gain for gain values over 1. Dynamic range is the full dynamic range (e.g. 5 Volts for ± 2.5 Volts). 

Maximum amplitude is the maximum absolute count value reached by the data. Other header parameters are 

self-explanatory. Commentaries may be included in the header in-between the first and last line, which must 

not be changed. Data are listed as a sample per line, in counts, in the Z, N-E, E-W order, i.e. signal from the 

A-B, C-D, and E-F input connector pins respectively. 

 

Figure 9. Example of determination of the transversal and longitudinal vibration modes of a 28-storey building 

from ambient vibrations simultaneously recorded with a CityShark II-6 station using five 4.5-Hz sensors (left). 

The fundamental frequency and the 1
st
 harmonic are clearly showing up. Higher modes need a zoom of the 

figure to show up.  The first three modes of longitudinal deformations (right) are obtained from the amplitudes 

of the figure on the left. 
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Figure 10. Example of result from a 8-sensor array ambient vibration recordings. Two 1-channel and one 6-

channel CityShark II were used, with remote triggering. The seismic shear-wave velocity model (right) is 

obtained from the Rayleigh wave dispersion curve (left). 
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